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Perth County Conspiracy"You know, the whole thing is that the soul sings flat when the people are out of tune."

-

*V M Wells

SAC Problem Continues
In the 2 SAC meetings called this
past week, council failed to come
to a conclusion on WLU status
concerning membership in the
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS).

On Wednesday Sept. 20, Peter
Catton, President of SAC was
quoted on the local establishment
press as saying that Lutheran's
Student Council had decided not to
join the OFS. A meeting of SAC
was called for Thursday morning

to discuss this issue and other

Nothing wasaccomplished at the
Monday meeting though, because
minor problems.
Problems were encountered Peter Catton said he was unable to
finding the new local addresses of attend due to prior committments
the SAC members, and on the short to work in the Record Co-op. Since
notice a quorum could not be he was the only person from
assembled. To those presentat this Lutheran who attended the
non-meeting Catton maintained organizational meeting of the OFS
that he was mis-quoted and the in July, the council was unable to
statement washis personal opinion reach a decison without his
only. It was decided to hold presence.
another SAC meeting early this
At the present no date has been
week to come to a concensus on the set for the next meeting of the
OFS issue.
council..

New Centre for Retarded Children
by Les Francey
A new programme for helping
mentally retarded children has
just started here in Waterloo. At
the new Developmental Centre for

Retarded Children, located on
University Avenue, the emphasis
is put on attempting to develop the
potential ofretarded children in all
facets of life.
The new centre began through
the efforts of the W.L.U.
psychology department, headed by
Dr. Bennet, along with the K-W
Habilitation Services and the KW
and District Association for the
Mentally Retarded. This group,
through the Winter Works
program of the provincial
government was able to get a grant
in December 1971 for $260,000
covering the cost of the building
plus further grants for 80 percent
of the operating costs of the centre.
The other 20 percent of the
operating costs come through a
tuition fee paid by the parents of
each child and through a fund
raising drive operated by the K-W
Habilitation Services called
Project Live and Growth. The cost
of tuition is $30 per child per
month, if the parents agree to
drive their child and two other
children to the centre one day per
week. Otherwise the cost is $40 per
month. Mr. Paul Davock, the

director of the centre points out
that no child is refused the services
of the centre because the parents
cannot afford the cost of tuition.
The operating costs include the
salaries for the eleven permanent
staff members and food for the
children.
The programme at the centre
involves a new theory in the approach to mental retardation.
According to this theory, if a child
is specially taught early enough to
develop his own skills and
potentials, he will grow to be able
to integrate into the normal society
and become a working part of the
society. Also, the theory involves
an attempt to change the attitude
of the community toward mentally
retarded children. The theory
developed because previously
existing facilities were found to be
inadequate both for the child, the
the society.
parents and
Previously, the institutions offered
only a custodial service for the
child, leaving his potentials undeveloped. This was costly not only
to the child but also to the society
which had to pay large amounts of
money for the institutional care.
One of the various phases of the
programme at the centre involves
activities for pre-school children.
The children come to the centre
each day and are trained in all
facets of life including toilet

training, speech therapy and just
learning to take care of themselves.
phase
Another
of
the
programme gives similar training
to severely handicapped and
retarded children. Presently, there
is a group of four children in this
programme at the centre, learning
to take care of themselves.
These programmes run on a ten
month schedule but there is also a
two month programme during the
summer operated on a.day camp
basis so that it will involve a wider
community and more children in a
more informal atmosphere.
Also, the centre hopes to develop
a course to train volunteers in how
to baby sit mentally retarded
children. These volunteers will be
sent out to individual homes to sit
the child so that the parents
themselves can get some relief,
going out knowing that someone
who knows what he is doing, is
taking care of their child.
In an attempt to change the
biased attitude of the community
toward mental retardation, the
centre will also be sending people
out into the community to talk to
people about the problem of
mental retardation.
At the moment the centre is still
looking for volunteer workers. Any
student wishing to volunteer can
phone Mr. Ron Petker at 884-8080.

For the past 10-15 years students
have been paying pretty well the
same amount of a student fee. You
all know how much that was
because on registration day we all
had to shell out that $62. Many of us
realize also that of the $62 paid, $1
went towards a student I.D. card.
But how many of us know where
the remaining $61 went? How
many of us even stopped to think
where it went? After all that is a lot
of money to dish out without
questioning its destiny. Apart from
the actual payment of this sum,
shouldn't we, the students, have a
say in where the money is going?
Two things we should ask then:
where is it going and where do we
want it to go?
The answer to the second
question is the concern of Fred
Nichols. In other words, he wants
to talk to you. In this way, the
responsibility is placed on your
shoulders. So don't let WLU or
yourself down. Fred Nichols wants
to talk to the students. He assured
me fully that if 2500 students want
to talk to him, then he will talk to
2500 students. He assured me, also,
that he is willing to devote this
entire year to this concern. His
office is in the Student Union
Building on the same floor as the
games room in the same area as
the SAC offices and the Board of
Pubs office. Don't be afraid to look
around for it.
Being a good natured and
pleasant man himself, he keeps a
secretary with the same friendly
attitudes who will be pleased to
give you an audience with Mr.
Nichols or at least give you an
appointment. Don't forget this
applies to everyone. If you're in
first year and intend to stick
around for awhile, then your
opinion is essential. To 2nd and 3rd
year students you've seen what it
has been like and your opinion is
necessary for improvement. If
you're leaving us soon, it is your
duty to WLU to leave your opinion
behind.
As chairman of the newly
organized Student Union Planning
Committee, Fred Nichols feels that

there are four areas of concern:
1. He feels that the student activities council doesn't jive with
student interests. He feels that
students should have a say about

their $62 student fee. In interviewing students Mr. Nichols
wants to have information
prepared regarding the spending
by SAC of the fees. He also wants to
chartthe feelings of the students in
orderthat his committee can make

recommendations
February.

to SAC in

2. Do student fees coincide with
student needs? Fred Nichols wants
to know what the students feel
about the use of the Student Union
Building. For instance, does SUB
offer the right kinds of services?
Should additional services be
added? Should present ones be
taken away? Who should use it?
Should non-WLU students be
allowed in the pub which might
mean that WLU students have to
be turned away because of lack of
room? These questions are only a
few of those that need answers.
3. An up-to-date philosophy of
student union must be developed.
What are the objectives of student
union? Did you know that for 10-15
years the student fee has not
changed but the use of it has
changed drastically?

4. Recommendations must be

made for the future development
of SUB. In case you haven't
noticed, the student union building
stands on stilts that look like corn
silos. This is because the two
bottom floors aren't there yet.

What should be in them? Only you

can

properly

answer

these

questions because you are the

students.

As things stand now, SAC is
basically a political organization
and Fred Nichols is questioning
that it really does anything for the
students. Formerly SAC budgeted
over 50 small clubs that involved
hundreds of students. That's where
the money went, then. But where
does it go now? This you must find
out. Go to Fred Nichols and find
out, and while you're there voice
your opinion because most certainly that is your right.

photo by Burgman
WLU volunteer working with child at new centre.
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—a regular feature listing campus and community events.
Submissions are invited from groups, clubs and organizations.
Deadline for submissions is 9 a.m. Tuesday preceding date of
publication. Contact Pat Stickley at the Cord—BB4-2990 or 884-2991.

PAPERS
TERM
Send for your descriptive,

up-to-date.
128-page, mail order catalog of 2,300
quality termpapers. Enclose $1.00 to
cover postage and handling.

°°
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WE ALSO WRITE
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS.

Termpaper Arsenal, Inc.

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 28

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 29

Afternoon Pub
U. of W. Campus Centre pub area
12:00-6:00 pm

(Catch-22, Barbarella)

519 GLENROCK AYE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493

Movies

Pub featuring Spott Farm
W.L.U. Ballroom
8:00-12:00 pm.
$1.00 students, $1.50 others

CHEAP
ART
BOOKS

IVCF

Camping by Lake Huron near
Kincardine
Sept. 29-Oct. 1

Movies
(Straw Dogs, Grissom Gang)

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 30

6

Civilization series

7:30 pm

William Kunstler
(defender of the Chicago 7)
U. of W. Humanities Theatre
7:30 pm

FASS Pub
(Faculty, Administration, Staff and
Students Pub)
WLU Ballroom
8:00-12:00 pm

(Catch-22, Barbarella)
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WE NEED
CUSTOMERS

Movies
WLU Ballroom
7:30 pm.

$3.00

64 K NG ST south
OO
WATFRI
WM

NEXT TO WATERLOO THEATRE

(Catch-22, Barbarella)

8:30 pm.

NOW OPEN 5 PM 'TIL 10 PM

Heidelberg
BtdwedftdrnpurSspflngwatefT

I
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41
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$pORTS

12 KING ST. N. UPSTAIRS
WATERLOO

SUNDAY OCTOBER 1
Edgar Winter Concert
(also Thundermug)
U. of W. Phys. Ed. Building

W

...]

NEW & USED
BOOKS

Movies

Reality)
U. of W. ALIOS
7:15-9:00 pm
free

$1.50

,

[20/°

OPEN 10 AM to 10 PM

Golden Hawks Pep Rally
Outside Dining Hall
1:00 pm

(The Great Thaw, Romance and

Q

"We need a local salesman"

WLU Ballroom
7:30 pm
$1.00 students, $1.25 others

$.25

U. of W. ALII
8:00 pm

knapsacks
Ideal ,0r Carr y|n g b ks

|
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And that's the truth!
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"All thems that drinks Fifty is Buddies"
by

Tom Garner

In the wake of a certain phenomenon known as the "Peace
Festival", in the WoodstockStrawberry Fields axis, there has
been an amount of nostalgia over
a great idea nipped in the bud. I
mean, "Nowhere have so many

people been in one place at one
time except to fight" sure has a
catchy ring to it. But while your
hard-core, die-hard flower child
will kick and scream at the
analogy, I'm going to suggest that
the carefree easy times of
Strawberry Fields two years ago
has been captured more often than
many mystics would care to admit...and in exactly the same
place! That's right, ecology
freaks, auto racing draws fifty
thousand people to Mosport consistently... and they're all on the
same side. My case rests on one
curious fact: most of those fifty
thou aren't even auto enthusiasts
(car nuts to you).
Now this seems utterly obvious
at first blush; I mean, auto enthusiasm being somewhat of an
underground phenomenon, how
can there possibly be fifty
thousand borderline schizoids out
there without alarming anyone?
But further, the bulk of the worthies that pay their exorbitant
fifteen dollars to see some racing
don't care one whit about cars. Or
even about the Grand Prix for that
matter... that ratty noise you're
hearing between the howls of the

real racers, is the sound of the boyracers on literally hundreds of dirt
motorcycles... during the race!
And all during the weekend, night
and day, for that matter. Do these
people really pay fifteen whole
Canadian dollars to ride their
machinery around the (admittedly
excellent) rolling hills of Mosport?
It appears so.
But no; go down on an off
weekend, when only club races are
being held, and there's not a dirt
bike in sight; and they could have
been there for free. See? There's
something besides the racing that
brings these people to Mosport.

Take the drunks, for instance.
Not the social imbibers who only
drink, say, as many as they can
carry; I mean the real drinkers,
replete with a whole car full of 50
(support the event, right?), and a
whole weekend to drink it. They're
beautiful, especially at night. Say

ARE YA!?

First group of drunks (right next to
our tent): LAURIE! NANCY! (in
8-part dis-harmony)
Innocent Bystander (now completely awake): Hey COME ON,
eh? It's three o'clock inna MORNING!

Second Bunch of drunks (seizing a
golden opportunity: fifty more or
less rhymes with Laurie or Nancy): FIFTY!! (faint because of
distances involved).
First group (ecstatic: kindred
souls!): Hey, yeah! FIFTY!!
Second group (sensing a climax):

FIFTY!! AWRIGHT!!

Philosopher (grasping the truth of
the universal orb, and making my
weekend complete): All them's
that drinks 50 is buddies!

See what I mean? Too bad this
spirit doesn't last into race day;
these gents invariably spectate the
three ayem. The scenario: contest from high on Moss hill,
someone named Robby has lost inside their respective dwellings,
track of two members of his party wishing those damn noise cars
(female), named Laurie and would just go away...
Nancy. He is the star, Laurie and
Still, they're a minority. Matter
Nancy have supporting roles, and of fact, there are no majorities at
the whole drama is fleshed out by a Mosport; everyone just does what
cast of, well, fifty thousand. The he likes according to his indialogue: terpretation of what Mosport is.
NANCY! Everyone playing his part and
Robby:
LAURIE!
+& %?!! Where the hell are loving it, fascinated as the drama
unfolds in its benign pettiness.
they, anyway? (to himself)
Innocent Bystander (1): Hey man, Take Saturday morning, for
ya wanna shut up? I mean, ya example. The inane P.A. blares out
know, it's ah, late, right? (muffled the news; someone has lifted every
one of Team Matra's wheels, and
by tent)
Robby (fazed not at all): Chris Amon (suddenly "the
popular Chris Amon") may not
LAURIE! NANCY! (Really getting the feel of it) HEY! WHERE race. Chris Amon is now the focus
of a sub-drama, and everyone is Canada and the Argos; lots of
willing to sing the choris of the radios around. I was entertained
Chris Amon French Racing Blues: by a heated political discussion
and two guys on guitars who were
Got into the pits this morning
jamming a few yards away. When
the action got underway the exTo see what I could do
citement was right there.. people
My wheels had all been stolen
And the tires were gone too
were asked to sit down and did so
without complaint. Beautiful.
How has this innocent miracle
Qualified slow on Friday
Gotta go fast today
come to exist? Simple; people are
free to do what they like for a
But without no wheels and tires
weekend, but are not required to
Man, there's just no way

contribute to the legitimacy of the
occasion. You're not at Mosport for
the self-conscious purpose of
Blues
I'm feeling good but even so
having a good time; you're here to
watch a race. Thirty guys are
Without my wheels and tires
My Matra's sitting pretty low.
doing their utmost out there on that
ol' track; all's well with the world.
Amon got a horrendous applause Mosport is nothing if it's not difwhen he appeared.
ferent things to different people in
I've got those French Racing

Oh yeah, the fog. Pea soup until

its totality, and in that extreme, it

mid-afternoon. Fifty thousand fans is almost blissfully unique. There's
endured the boredom and still had nothing quite like it, except maybe
enough energy to cheer for Team a., .peace festival?

B
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CONCERTS
K.W SYMP HONY
First Concerts September 30/October 1
7-CONCERT SERIES SATURDAY & SUNDAYS 7:30 pm
Adults $17.50 Students $8.75
5-CONCERT SERIES SUNDAY MATINEES 2:30 pm
Single Concerts Adults $4.00 Students $2.00

HUMANITIES THEATRE
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

Tickets at U. of W. Box Office
and Sam the Record Man,
98 King St. W., Kitchener
Subscription Tickets
for Saturday evenings—SOLD OUT
For further information,
„._
(please phone 745-9375)
_-__*

Typewriters, Desks, Calculators.

New & Used:
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letters
Dear Editor,
I address this letter to you only
as a formality. I am much more
interested in having students in

everyone enjoys this type of noise
and that they are providing a
service to the poor students who
can't afford a stereo and record
albums? If so, why do they assume
this? Can't they understand that
different people have different
tastes in music and would rather
not hear their noise?
I have no other complaints about
any other noise in residence, but
the excuse for music that these
people insist on providing for other
students is extremely painful. I
don't wish to take away a person's
right to enjoy his own entertainment, but I do wish that
people would not try to push their
form of entertainment on others'

general read and answer this
letter.
Living in residence for the first
time this year I find only one very
annoying problem. Many of my
fellow residence dwellers leave
their doors wide open while from
their extensive stereo components
a strange type of noise is
emanating at a very high volume.
These people tend to claim that
this noise is music. Well, maybe it
is. But what I would like to know is
why do they turn the volume so
high, why do they leave their doors
open when this noise is in privacy.
progress? Do they assume that

A Student

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
OF

WATERLOO LUTHERAN UNIVERSITY
WATERLOO, ONTARIO

"Peter Catton ...believes that efficiency
is the key to the successful operation
of SAC....The focal point for the effectiveness of SAC will hinge on the
calibre of the President and his ability
and capacity in making firm and
conclusive decisions."

Editor—Trish Wells
Managing Editor—Tom Garner
Photo Editor—Warren Howard
Production Manager—Brenda Boyes
Sports Editor—Brian Stephenson
Business Manager—Ab Boogerman
Office—Student Union Building
Telephone—BB4-2990
884-2991

(519) 884-1360

Sept. 25,1972

Dear Students;
In reference to the fee strike being
conducted by 0.F.5.:
Last week I was approached by a
member of the local press and
questioned about the proposed fee
strike referendum at Lutheran. The
news story quoted me as saying that
S.A.C. and the student body in general
were opposed to a referendum. Unfortunately, this was a mistake on my
part as I did not intend to speak on
behalf of the students at Lutheran. I
was voicing a personal opinion and did
not realize that my statement would be
telecast.
I understand that the telecast was
made and nothing can undo that.
Please accept my apology. A statement
will be made in the near future to
clarify S.A.C.'s position on this matter.
Sincerely,

—Catton's reasons for seeking the
Presidency of SAC, as quoted in the
Cord of February 22, 1972.

The Cord Weekly is published by the
Student Board of Publications Incorporated of Waterloo Lutheran
University. Editorial opinions are independent of the University, Students
Administrative Council and the Board of
Publications. The Cord is a member of
the Canadian University Press service.

WLU: Legal Aid Discontinued
by Tom Garner
Last year at WLU there was a
legal aid service available to
students. One of the four prime

movers, Sam Houston, explains
that this service went beyond mere
"legal" aid; it was more of a
"social" aid service, dealing
mainly in obtaining a fair deal for
students in such crises as evictions, lease releases, furniture
repossession, and tardy (or nonexistent)
tax rebates. The
technique used was primarily
subtle "almost-threats" which
simply communicated to the

villain in each case that the
students had some machinery on
their side. Houston says that most
people "knuckle under" when
shown what they cannot get away
with.
For several reasons, this
programme has not, as yet, been
continued this year. First, all the
personnel from last year are either
gone or indisposed. Second, it
wasn't granted separate status last
year but remained under the
auspices of the Dean's Advisory
Council. The council must be
convinced once again this year
that the programme deserves

K-W: Legal Information
Clinic Opens
A Legal Information Clinic has
opened its doors to serve Twin City

residents.
The Clinic is jointly sponsored by
the Ontario Legal Aid Plan and the
Social Planning Council of Kitchener-Waterloo. It is primarily
intended to meet the needs of
people who have not been able to
obtain legal advice through
regular means. This may be for
financial reasons, or uncertainty
about the nature of legal services
generally, or perhaps because the
Legal Aid offices are only open
during daytime hours.
The Legal Information Clinic is
open each Tuesday evening from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m. at the Community
Information Centre, 18 Queen
Street North. A lawyer is present
to provide individuals with legal
information and advice, particularly in matters of civil law.
Where further legal services are
needed, applications for legal aid
may be made through the clinic. It

is not necessary to visit the Legal

Aid office.
It is also possible for individuals
to make appointments by calling

the Community Information
Centre, 579-3800, during their
regular hours. The centre is open
9:00 to 6:00 Monday, Wednesday,
and Friday, 9:00 to 9:00 Tuesday
and Thursday, and 9:00 to 1:00
p.m. on Saturday mornings. Appointments are not necessary
however, and the lawyer present
will see all those attending during
clinic hours.
Information Centre staff is also
present and if needed, will provide
information on any services other
than legal. There is no charge for
any of these services.
The plans for the clinic were
initiated by the Community Information Centre. Based on their
experience over the last ten
months of operation, the staff and
volunteers of the Centre found that
many of the enquiries received
were in fact requiring legal expertise, or that social and health
problems experienced by some of
the individuals contacting the
Centre had attendant legal complications.
At the same time, the Law
Society of Upper Canada has taken

Acclaimed to Office:

Please submit your application in writing to SAC secretary
by Friday October 6.
For further information, see Paul Putman in the SAC

office.
.

Brian Innes
Patrick Kinch
David McKinley
David Pfrimmer
Roy Reiche
Elizabeth Sleith

SAC:
Jane Higginson (science rep.)
David Schultz (arts rep.)

The range of areas where needs
have been identified and where it is
anticipated the clinic will provide
services
include:
social
assistance, unemployment and
labour standards legislation,
family law, consumer law, landlord and tenant issues, human
rights, arrest and bail, personal
bankruptcy, pensions or other
similar matters.

Arts rep.

Rebecca Voigts (grad)

for the student employment portfolio

profession.

1. SAC:

Senate:

AN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

considerable interest in devising
new ways and means of providing
legal services to people in Ontario
whose needs are apparently not
being met by the existing system.
The Ontario Legal Aid Plan, cosponsor of the Clinic, is administered by the Law Society of
Upper Canada.
In addition to the experience of
the Community Information
Centre locally, experience in other
cities in Ontario and throughout
Canada has also pointed to the
need for this type of service. Legal
Clinics of varying degrees of scope
and service provided have sprung
up in many cities in Canada. In the
main, they have been encouraged
and supported by the law

NOMINATIONS REOPENED

Peter Catton

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS NEEDS

backing. Third, while Houston
feels thereare at least a few people
interested in performing the
service, no organizing has been
attempted.
Houston thinks that for the
programme to obtain backing, the
principals must approach the Dean
with an organized proposal
modelled on what was being done
last year. With this end in mind,
the office will act as a clearing
house for all those interested in
such
a
putting
together
programme.
Drop in sometime and lend your
support to this worthy programme.

Business rep.

2. Student Senator
Nominations will be open Monday October 2, 9 am., and closed Tuesday October

10, 4

pm.

Nomination

forms

available from SAC office, Student Union
Building.
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Perth County Conspiracy
by

Trish Wells

To sum up last Saturday's Perth
County happening, Cedric Smith's

fill-in-the-blanks method of review

might suffice! (superlative),
(superlative), (superlative)!
But more than that is needed for
the night was one of nuances,

subtleties of mood and impressions, impossible to capture in
mere words of praise. And impossible to describe in terms of a
"concert".
The happening actually started
happening outside on the steps of
the TA—the potential "audience"
(for lack of a more precise term)
milled in anticipation, thwarted by

entertainment

locked doors and autumn drizzle
but still smiling and talking and

veloped in the warmth of the night.
Conspiracy
Perth
County
even laughing among themselves enhanced and guided the total
and with strangers, until the hall mood. Upon the stage were two or
was opened to them.
three or four or more making
And when the place was filled music, but there were hundreds
(and this time it was filled and not more down on the floor—all were a
overflowing) the "performers" part of what was going on. It
were not there on stage amidst flowed between and among the
their horn of plenty harvest Conspiracy and those who watscenery. But somehow the scene ched, energized by everyone.
was set and those people on the
' 'Wearing my long-wing feathers
floor kept on with their own hap- as I fly
Wearing my long-wing feathers as
pening.
I fly
"Happy birthday to you
I circle around
Happy birthday to you
I circle around
Happy birthday dear Julie
The boundaries of the earth
Happy birthday to you."
The boundaries of theearth."
Laughter and clapping were en-

W.L.U.'s first pub-coffee house for
faculty, administration, staff and
students becomes a reality.
Created as an alternative to harddrinking, hard-rock music pubs,
and created to allow all members

- -

and - hell - life - and - death vanity
- of - vanities - sun also - risesbypoetic - drama. Written
these pubs will consist of recorded Canadian poetess Phyllis Gottlieb,
music, live poetry readings, live directed by peter cumming, and
folksingers and live dramatic produced with help from the
Player's Guild, the play is a
productions.
The featured entertainment of strange intriguing exploration of
the first pub (in addition to poetry you and us.
The F.A.S.S. pubs are an exand folk music) is Dr. Umlaut's
periment. You will help to create
Earthly Kingdom, an experimental - music hall - barbershop - them. Come enjoy yourself in a
new and different way.
quartet - carnival - of - heaven

-

...

-

On the topic of Student Activities, a recent chain of events and a quick
decision on Brian Slaney's part added Isaac Hayes to the already impressive list of concerts. Slated for November 8 at the K-W Auditorium,
tickets are priced at $4, $5, $6, less one dollar for students. The
Auditorium having a graded plan of seating, it will be a pleasant change
to eliminatethe wildrush for good seats. You get what you pay for.

The first F.A.S.S. pub (for faculty, administration, staff, and students)
happens Saturday, September 30th in the Ballroom. Featured entertainmentis music, poetry, and a play, Phyllis Gothlieb's Dr. Umlaut's
Martin Onrot will present Rod McKuen in concert, at Massey Hall on
October 23, at B:3opm. Tickets for the show are priced at $4, $5, and $6,
plus tax, and are available from Sam the Record Man, Eaton's Attractions Box-Office and from Massey Hall.

Visits First WLU FASS Pub
Dr. Umlaut's Earthly Kingdom
is not a travelling band and a
F.A.S.S. pub is more like a coffee
house where people sit and talk
than it it is like a pub.
Saturday night (September 30),

Paul Putman

Earthly Kingdom.

Dr. Umlaut's Earthly Kingdom

of the university community to
over
intermingle
favourite
beverages, the entertainment for

by

W.L.U. seems to be surprising even itself as it brings a host of concerts to
the campus this fall that equals anything anywhere in quality and
musicianship. Already behind us are the sellout concerts of Sha-Na-Na
and this last weekends Perth County Conspiracy. Sha-Na-Na was a
spectacular array of movement and hard rock destined to please even
those too young to remember the days of Greasers and 'Golden Boys' A
successful concert from all angles, if it is an indication of what is yet to
come, the Board of Student Activities deserves the support and credit for
finally getting a good year rolling.

Godspell, after a very successful run at the Royal Alex, moved to the
Playhouse the first of September. Stillthere on an indefinite run, it is well
worth seeing if your travels take you to the 'big city. Tickets range from
$5 through $8.50 and are available at thebox office.

Theatre on Campus
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the

Players' Guild is alive and well
and living in the ballroom (acting
and directing workshops in the
afternoons), and in the Guild office
(just off the TV lounge).
Right now, we're working on the

"GREATEST WESTERN OF ALL

TIME" and need actors,
musicians, set designers, costume
designers, and many, many
workers!
The major production is starting
soon. Come and get to know us. We
need you!

Movies in Town
Butterflies Are Free
by George Olds
Leonard Gershe can write!
He has taken his witty stage play
from a more than four year run on
Broadway and sharpened up the
lines as one would sharpen a
pencil. The play always walked the

fine line between pity and schmaltz
and only the superb production it
was given saved it from banality.
In the movie, now playing at the
Lyric theatre, the playersEdward Albert, Eileen Heckart,
and Goldie Hawn—instill enough
freshness and vitality to save it
once more. And this time the battle
is a bigger one than on stage, for
the camera removes all element of
surprise if it reveals too soon or
cuts too quickly.
Edward Albert comes across
strongly as Don Baker, the blind
boy who wants to survive in a
sighted world and, believing he is
capable enough to strike out on his
own, gets an apartment away from
his domineering Mother (Ms
Heckart was the original Broadway Mother) and dangerously
close to Jill Benson, the carefree 19
year old divorcee played wonderfully by Goldie Hawn. As a
matter of convenience, the
apartments are joined by a door
leading into her bedroom.
Shortly after they meet and most
misunderstandings are cleared up,
Jill makes a pass at Don and then
she discovers he is blind. But he is
too congenial and cheerful and

lovable

and all the other 'neat'
things that go with it and she falls
in love as she is wont to do. It is

prohibited him from encountering
most of the real world and from
doing most things in it. It is only at
the end that we learn his strength
has, indeed, found its source in his
Mother and her imaginative
creation of "a little Donny Dark" a
super blind boy who could do
everything Don couldn't.
But one thing Don can do is fall in
love. His first was Linda Fletcher
who brought him out and gave him
courage by exposing him to the
sighted world. And now it's the
lovable kook next door. His mother
can look in her eyes and tell that
she's no good for her Donny. But
Don feels that he can look into her
soul and see the opposite. And just
when he thinks he's right, Jill
decides to move out and Don's
world comes crashing down
around him.
It is at this point that the Mother
feels it would be best for Don to
learn from this experience by
forcing him to stay there and not
come home to her. It seems that
Don's world is as black as only he
can imagine it. But the film does
not end there. A happy ending is a
must. It is a good film that you
should see so I won't reveal the
ending.
And to make it more worth your
while, the film is being shown with
two excellent shorts from the
National Film Board—The Huntsman and the award winning Hot
Stuff. All in all a very good evening
in the theatre.

Chariots of the Gods

by Allen D. Fraser
To unravel the world's mysteries
that such a
likeable, cheery guy could have has been the focus of uncountable
been raised by such a possessive, explanatory theory. Millions of
bitchy "tight-assed matron from words have been written in quest of
Hillsborough". We see that she has the unassailable truth behind these

hard to believe

wonders. But most theory is either
shot down from the outset for

specious reasoning or remains
obscured in the arcane language of

academia.

magnificent pyramids of ancient
Egypt built when the closest rock

its

sidering the sheer weight of each of

derance of evidence?
Thi,s is where it's left to the

quarry was miles away? Con-

the stones that went into the
pyramids' construction and the

case

with

example

after

example of inexplicable testimony.
How can we escape the prepon-

Itis a rare occurrence therefore,
viewer. The picture basically asks
when someone authors a novel lack of technological transporting a functional question and then
unaccountable
theory tinged with enough equipment, how was it compoints
to
brilliance to capture the public's prehensibly possible to erect these phenomena in search of the aneye. Desmond Morris was able to colossal monuments?
swer.
do it in his highly overblown The
It is not difficult to find flaws in
Equally puzzling are the
Naked Ape. And more recently towering stone empires left behind its theme argument. Skeptics don't
Erich yon Daniken, a German by the Aztec and Mayan cultures. have to work up an intellectual
writer, has repeated the same The symmetry and engineering sweat to undermine the base
success story.
technique built into their struc- premise. Whether the theory will
So scintillating is yon Daniken's tures boggle the imagination.
be vindicated at some point in
thesis that he has been able to
The film moves swiftly from one future time lends it no empirical
parley his best-selling book
historical locale to another piling credibility now. Of course the film
Chariots of the Gods? into a
up the points to its pervasive begs the question.
winning feature-length movie that conclusion. These feats of
But this really isn't the point.
has captivated audiences the world technological know-how could only The picture's chief value lies not in
over.
have been performed by beings establishing insurmountable truth,
The film, originally screened from a more advanced civilization, but in offering an alternative probe
extra-terrestrial into the mysteries of the universe.
over television, is now into its namely
astronauts, the film argues.
second week at the Fox. And for
It prods the mind into untracked
those who have yet to see this
analysis and sheds light on a difdocumentary masterpiece it would
How else can one justify the ferent intellectual horizon. All this
be well worthwhile to take it in
quizzical hieroglyphs that adorn plus the fringe benefit of a
before the film closes.
some of the world's more thoroughly engrossing visual
Simply stated, the picture asks renowned archeological finds? experience make the viewing
us to discount the religio-mythical Symbols with wings and eerie reward in itself.
At worst, Chariot can be seen as
explanations that have passed for space-like costumes, beings
truth in the past. Instead, we seemingly at the controls of a colourful travelogue that transhould consider the likelihood of modular vehicles, almost identical sports the viewer to some of the
extra-terrestrial visitors to planet to modern space capsules, are globe's outpost splendours much
earth in foregone eras as the trotted out one after another as like the Mondo Cane series of films
conclusive proof. The film builds did five years back.
precursors of modern religion.
How else can we explain the vast
and inscrutable evidence that the
wonders of the earth afford? What,
for instance, caused the infernal
holocaust that razed the biblical
cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, the
film asks. Could the fiery explosions so vividly limned in the
Bible have been triggered by some
BEFORE THE PUB
earlier nuclear device set off by
alien space travellers?
Thursday at 6:30 pm
The cameras scan the far
reaches of the globe to exhibit
other unfathomable geo-physical
paradoxes. How were the

WRITERS! PHOTOGRAPHERS!
LAY-OUT! TYPISTS! ETC!
CORD STAFF MEETING
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Defense Tough in S.M.U.Loss
plus providing room and board

by Brian Stephenson
It's not very often in Canadian
University athletics that the
average jock gets anything other
than a T-shirt with his sport invariably stamped in bold print for
all to admire.
Well, last weekend Saint Mary's
University of Halifax changed that
situation for the WLU Football

—

Hawks. SMU, in exchange for sixty
minutes of football paid the expenses of flying thirty players plus
coaches and trainers to Halifax

The referees stunk—to put it
mildly—which helped seal the fate
while there.
The game itself should be very of the game. The coaching staff
beneficial to the Hawks in the cited three cases in which WLU got
future. Most importantly, we now shafted.
know what it's like to lose as SMU
The Hawks opened the game
handed the Hawks a 16-8 set back. with authority, as they have in two
The loss can be tacked on several previous games. After the kickoff
substantial excuses.
the Hawks took only five plays to
To begin with, the Hawks had score their first and last touchonly a limited amount of personnel down of the game. The highlight of
on hand. For example, there were the series was a 50 yd run by Ted
only twelve backfielders to fill Passmore, the Hawks leading
eleven positions. That doesn't rusher.
leave muchroom for guys having a
Fumbles and interceptions
bad game.
stopped all further scoring threats
by the Hawks. A Hawk fumble on
their own 3-yd line led to the final
SMU touchdown with less than a

STARTS FRIDAY

The first

Since Waterloo Lutheran won the
declare themselves the winners.
Dennis Wharton and Barrie Abel intervarsity competition last year,
As was expected Waterloo organized the event. The Kitthe two organizers are hoping for
Lutheran's Frosh Car Rally, the chener-Waterloo Rally Club, has at least three teams to enter this
first of the season, experienced a on the drawing board at least one area of rally competition. With
small turnout last Thursday. In all, rally per month. The up-coming Wharton and Abel coaching, could
three teams entered. After ap- one in October should be in- WLU take first for two years
proximately 2 hours, 63 miles and 3 triguing. It revolves around having running?
So get out there and find yourself
checkpoints, Ralph Peterson and to stop at each pub along a preLeonard Payne arrived at the determined route to have a beer. a navigator. Come out to a rally
finish to claim their prize and Sound interesting?
and see what it's all about.
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by j d barber
In standard bidding methods, the
opening bid of one of a major, and
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redoubled

South will make his contract if he
plays carefully. He should win the
heart, and lead a diamond toward
the queen, to drive out the critical
entry first. West should duck the
first diamond, to try and retain
communications. He must win the
second diamond, and lead another
heart. This will be allowed to hold
the trick, and the defense is now
helpless. The best defense is a
diamond shift. South will win this
in his hand, and lose a club finesse,
but the defense can take only a
club, a heart, and two diamonds.
Nine tricks will fulfill the contract.

FAIRWAY RD.742-9106

A FRANKOVICH PRODUCTION

j,

In exhibition the Hawks defeated
two pass completions.
the Lancers 22-8.
This week I would like to see the
The specialty teams seem to be
improving as the coaching staff specialty teams or the defence
continues to experiment to find a score a touchdown to take some of
scoring combination. Jim Cooper the pressure off the offence. The
returned three SMU kickoffs at an defensive unit will be trying to
their
on
rather
average of 30 yds per return. Punt improve
and Kickoff coverage was also questionable pass defence record.
quite adequate as the Huskies were In the last two games they have
held to 23.5 yd average on kickoffs given up an average of 190 yds.
and 3.2 yds on punt returns.
The only injury sustained on the
trip of any significance was to Rich
AH those wishing to acquire
Ott who sustained a twisted ankle. additional earnings by refereeing
Rich is expected to unsustain the basketball
Coach
contact
injury by 2 pm on Saturday when Newborough for further inthe Hawks meet the Windsor formation.

by Herb Kolb

IrV /■ml

D

minute left on the clock.

Lancers at Seagram Stadium in
their second encounter this season.

Frosh Car Rally

J
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The best offensive back for the
Hawks had to be Passmore gaining
120 yds on 12 carries and 38 yds on
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ECBECTS

4TH. FABULOUS WEEK 2 SHOWS
NIGHTLY 7&9 PM

the rebid of two no trump after a
two of a minor response, shows a
balanced hand of fifteen or sixteen
high card points, and five cards in
the major suit opened. This auction
nicely describes souths hand.
North, with more than a minimum,
is delighted to raise to a no trump
game, although he would not pass
South
with no extra values.

Vulnerable: None.
Dealer: South.

lSp.
2NT

The
Waterloo
Lutheran
University Bridge Club will have
its second meeting on Wednesday
October 4, at 7:30 pm, in the

ballroom of the Student Union
West
pass

North

pass

3NT

2 CI.

East

pass
All pass..

Opening lead: 5 of hearts.

Building.
We hope that all those interested
in playing bridge will attend, and

that the weekly games will be
interesting and instructive.

mate
by Frank Sexton
(In a deviation from regular
MATE format, I would like to
present some observations on the
match this summer between
Spassky and Fischer. Next week I
hope to present the eleventh game
that is mentioned below.)
This past summer it has been
practically impossible to avoid the
subject of chess. It has been in all
of the papers and a boon to all of
those companies that retail sets
and books. And of course, it has all
been brought about by the famous
Spassky—Fischer match.
This culmination of the Fischer
vs. USSR duel has been awaited by
the world since 1958. With baited

he finally triumphed.
Yet, however one-sided his

victories seemed, Fischer did not
demonstrate any particular
brilliance against
Spassky.
Rather, Spassky, as most of
Fischer's opponents do, defeated
himself. Call it psychological if you
will, but Spassky was almost
broken before he started. The
burden of being the last chance of
his country to hold on to a
traditionally held world championship, coupled with the
knowledge of Fischer's decisive
victories of the past year, must
have been unbearable. Add to this
Fischer's inexcusable behavior
breath we watched as Fischer before and during the match and
trounced first one then another of then we can understand why
his rivals. With unbelievable Fischer won the match.
determination he carried on a one
On individual styles, all I can say
man war against a system that he is that Fischer merely played
considered unfair and over which competently, whileSpassky played

with flair and was willing to take
chances. My critics may argue
with me on that point but they

surely cannot debate that the best
game of the match was the
eleventh in which we saw Spassky
crush Fischer in a brilliant
miniature.
If Fischer is indeed a "better"
player than the rest of the world
then all I can do is quote the
magazine "CHECK" when they

said that "it is a shame that such
talents are concentrated in such a
player."
Those interested in playing for
fun and blood at the WLU Chess
Club should contact me c/o the
CORD or sign up on club day at the
SAC Ballroom. No meeting room
or time has been assigned yet but
as soon as these are available they
will be published in the CORD.
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Stewart Wins Grand Prix

by Tom

Garner

Jackie Stewart drove his TyrellFord to a convincing win at
Mosport last Sunday. He was
followed across the line by the
McLaren-Fords of Peter Revson
and Denis Hulme.
After ditching his practice car on
Saturday, Stewart qualified fifth
behind Revson, Hulme, Ronnie
Peterson of Sweden and newly
crowned world champion,
Emerson Fittipaldi of Brazil.
Revson's pole-winning time was a
record 1:13.6, for an average of
over 116 mph around the difficult
2.5 mile Mosport circuit.
Dense fog on race morning
the
scheduled
prevented
preliminary Formula Ford and 2.5
Sedan races from taking place,
and kept the Formula One cars off
the dampened track until almost
two o'clock when each car was
given a few solo laps to become
acclimatized to the condition.
After nine cars had had their runs,
the fog had lifted enough for all to
see the track and free-for-all

practice began, punctuated by
Derek Bell's Tecno running wide

on turn five and bending the front

suspension.
Finally the cars were brought in,
lined up, and started at three
thirty. Coming around first
was... Ronnie Peterson! His

March-Ford was trailed by
Stewart, the Ferraris of jacky Ickx
and Clay Regazzoni, Revson's
McLaren, Fittipaldi, Chris Amon
in the screeching Matra, and
Argentinian Carlos Reutemann.
Up front it was Peterson's "I'm
trying hard" powersliding versus
Stewart's matchless precision
smoothness, and two laps later
Stewart's way prevailed; Peterson
ran off his intended line at the
hairpin losing time and allowing
Stewart to slingshot past up the

centred on Hulme's charge
through the pack after a poor start
and a similar charge by Stewart's
team-mate Francois Cevert
(which didn't really count because
he was a whole lap behind).
As the race unfolded, Hulme
caught the third-place battle but
got stuck behind Reutmann, who
enjoyed superior acceleration
(despite the same make of engine;
production variation, you know).
Amon's engine suffered something
minor (broken exhaust pipe?)
which decreased power and broke
up the Matra's fantastic exhaust
note, causing him to fade behind
Reutmann and Hulme. Then
Revson passed the balking
Ferraris of Ickx and Regazzoni
(Ferraris are somewhat ungainly
with near-full tanks and suffer
until after the half-way mark) and
opened up a sizeable gap. He was
joined a few laps later by Fittipaldi and the pair became the
dice for the third. On the 41st lap.
Ickx called in at his pit, losing his
place, and the order was Stewart,
Peterson, Revson, Fittipaldi,
Regazzoni, Reutemann, Hulme
Amon, Tim Schenken (of
Australia, in a Surtees) and the
rest.
That's the way it stayed until lap
57 when Peterson failed to appear,
and Regazzoni faded and was
passed by Reutemann and Hulme,
who were now fighting for fourth.
Then
Lotus
Fittipaldi's
simultaneously developed gigantic
oversteer and a misfire, and also
lost second gear, causing him to
lose touch with Revson and
eventually call into his pit for
consultation (he was told to get
back out on the track, but his plea
was lost).
Interest in the last twenty laps
centred on Hulme's battle against
Reutemann, each lap he would
catch Reutemann coming into the
hairpin under braking and be
forced to follow him around the

HIKING BOOTS
superior acceleration would leave
a frustrated Hulme car-lengths
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LITTLE SHORT STOP
223 WEBER NORTH
University & Weber
Open 7 days a week 9.00

Askus about a Student loan.
It pays to getan education.

FOR THOSE STILL INTERESTED IN |OINING HI LINE:
THE TRAINING SESSIONS FOR THIS TERM WILL BE HELD
ON SEPT 30 and OCT 1, THAT'S THIS WEEKEND
WHERE: SAT THE UPPER FLOOR OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
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Education costs a bundle.
At the Commerce, we know.
And, we can help lighten the load.
Talk to a local Commerce
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WHY: BECAUSE YOU WANT TO HELP OTHERS

[20% off]

due to his stomach ulcer, and he
left no one unconvinced. As he
lapped the slower cars, it was
obvious that his edge does not
come from more power, he simply

behind.
0 W SPORTS
Reutemann, a brilliant rookie, is
64 KING ST. SOUTH
good, but Hulme (the Bear) is
WATERLOO
better; in the closing laps Hulme, a drives faster into and out of each
BETWEEN "CITY & LOO"
real racer with tremendous corner; magnificent.
a
in
all,
All
very
satisfying
on
put
pressure so
determination,
742-0712
great that nobody believed Grand Prix.
Reutemann could hold him off.
Hulme finally got past...on the last
lap! A superb exhibition of
information
tenacity.
The final order: Stewart,
Revson, Hulme, Reutemann,
contraceptives
Regazzoni, Amon, Schenken. and
so on down.
sterilization
The show was really stolen by
Stewart. He is visably the best,
pregnancy termination
smoother and more consistent than
anyone since Clark or Rindt. He
wanted this win to prove once
Call (313) 358-4672
again that he has not deteriorated

following straight. Still, Peterson
was leaving behind the snarling
dice for third of Ickx, Regazzoni,
Revson, Fittipaldi, Amon, and
Reutemann. Added interest was turn, whereupon Reutemann's

Be
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Ideal for carrying books

manager about a student loan.
He can help you get it. And,
he can help you keep it in check
with proper money management.
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Hawks Win Opener
by Jeff Collett

Waterloo Lutheran Golden
Hawks opened the regular season
with a 27-7 victory over York
Yeomen Saturday Sept 16 at
C.N.E. Stadium. Although the
Hawks had an unimpressive first
half and led by only one touchdown
at the end of that half, they came
on strong in the second, and
aggressive play in all departments
earned them their convincing win.
Halfback Fred Maclean scored two
majors for Lutheran, his first
being the first scoring in the game.
In the third quarter, Jerry
Blacker, the leading rusher in the
game with 154 yards on 17 carries,
scored the Hawk's second major.

The two-point conversion attempt
by quarterback Wayne Allison

was missed. York finally got on the
scoreboard when Bill Hatenaka
scored on a 68 yard pass and run
play from quarterback Gerry
Verge. After Don Reid's conversion York trailed 13-7.
However, from here on it was all
the Hawks. They scored again
when Ted Passmore hit paydirt off
right tackle to up the score to 20-7
after Wally Parker's second
convert. Statistically, the Hawks
owned the game on the ground.
They had 393 yards total offense
(334 rushing, 59 thru the air) to
York's 318 total (26 rushing, 292

—
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NAME GAME: ACT II
The following is a list

of names furnished by

the

university's change of name committee. The Cord
is conducting a poll to gauge student opinion.
Indicate your preference by circling the proposed
name

of your choice. If you have

a suggestion

which is not included on this list enter it in the
space provided. Tear

off back page

and place in

the box in the concourse.
01 Centennial University (of Waterloo)
02 Churchill University, Waterloo
03 Grand University of Waterloo
04 Laurel University
05 Leif Erickson University of Waterloo
06 New University of Waterloo .jwMEagjJJj
07 University of Ontario at Waterloo
08 University of Upper Canada
09 Laurier University of Waterloo
10 Dukes' University of Waterloo
11 Winston University
12 Westminster University
13 Wolsey University
14 Wendall University
15 Winlaw University
16 Waverley University
17 Waynefleet University
18 Wellmount University
19 Wellwood University
20 Wakefield University
21 Warford University
22 Wollaton University
23 Wavell University
24 Wadsworth University
25 Wagner University
26 Winchester University
27 Westmount University
28 Waterwell University
29 Newhaven University
30 Victor University
31 Nelson University
32 Gladstone University
33 Courtland University
34 Rockwood University
35 Superior University
36 Union City University
37 Twin City University
38 Raleigh University
39 Victory University
40 Victoria University
41 Newton University
42 Washington University
43 King University
44 Windermere University
45 Sydenham University
46 Bishop Baldwin University
47 Waterloo Winston University

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

Malborough University
Dag Hammarskjold University
Fred Banting University
Grand Valley University
Six Nations University
Southern Ontario University
Upper Canada University
King's University of Waterloo
Conestogo University
(The) University of Westmount
The Iroquis University of Waterloo
Huron-Erie University
Lord Kitchener University
Four Rivers University
Great Lakes University
Simcoe-Brant University
Central Ontario University
Chaplain University
Attiwanderonk University
Mansfield University
Mackenzie King University
Euler University
Potter University
Adam Beck University
Haldemand University
Joseph Brant University
Tecum sen University
Tyendenaga University
Martindale University
Luthervale University
The University of Kitchener
Algonguin University
Sir Wilfred Laurier University
Grand Valley University
University of Ontario
Doon Valley University
Confederation University
Grand University
Trillium University
Beaver University
University of Central Ontario
Wastena University
Gait University
Pauline Johnson University
Heidelberg University
W. Ross MacDonald University
Lord Durham University

95 Other(S)
photo by Gingerich

